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The relationship between sequence entropy and mixing is examined. Let T 
be an automorphism of a Lebesgue space X, 9s denote the set of all partitions 
of X possessing finite entropy, and 9’ denote the set of all increasing sequences 
of positive integers. It is shown that: (1) T is mixing -+ sup~cs hA(T, a) = H(a) 
for all B E 9 and OL E 9, . (2) T is weakly mixing o sup~ hA( T, a) = H(e) for all 
a E 9,. (3) If T is partially mixing with constant c (1 - l/e < c < l), then 
sup~=s hA( T, a) > cH(a) for all B E S and nontrivial OL E 9, . (4) If 
supers hA(T, a) > 0 for all B E 9 and nontrivial (Y E 5, , then T is weakly 
mixing. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Entropy characterizations of spectral and mixing properties of automorphisms 
have long been a useful tool in ergodic theory. Let T be an automorphism of a 
nonatomic Lebesgue space X. Then T is a K-automorphism if and only if 
h( T, a) > 0 for every nontrivial partition 01 of X having finite entropy 181. T has 
discrete spectrum if and only if h,(T) = 0 for every increasing sequence A 
of positive integers [5]. An ergodic T admits a Bernoulli factor if and only if 
h(T) > 0 [9]. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the relationship between sequence 
entropy and mixing. The main result established here asserts that T is mixing 
if and only if, for every partition a! of X having finite entropy and each increasing 
sequence A of positive integers, there exists a subsequence B of A for which 
h,(T, a) = H(a). Similar results are obtained for partially mixing and weakly 
mixing automorphisms. Essential use is made of the zero-one laws of Sucheston 
[IO] and Krengel [4]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
(X, ‘3, p) is a nonatomic Lebesgue space. An automorphism Tis a bimeasurable 
measure-preserving bijection of X. Z0 denotes the set of all measurable partitions 
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of X possessing finite entropy (two partitions are identified if they coincide 
mod 0). Equipped with the Rohlin metric, 8, is a complete metric space. 
Y denotes the trivial partition. 
Let N denote the sequence of natural numbers. Y denotes the set of all 
subsequences of N. If B = {b(i)), A = {a(i)} E ,40, and B is a subsequence of A, 
then we write B C A. If B C A, let K(n) equal the cardinality of the set of i 
for which b(i) < a(n). The lower density of B in A, S(B, A), is the lim inf,,, 
(I/n)K(n). The upper density of B in A, 8(B, A), equals lim SUP~+~ (I/n)k(n). 
Let P”+ = (B C A: &B, A) = l} and YA- = {B C A: s(B, A) > O}. If 
A = N, we write .Y- in place of Y’-. 
If A E ,4p and OL E 8, , then the sequence entropy hA( T, a) = lim sup,& 1 /n) 
H( Vyxl Po)cy). A partition fi E %“s is e-independent of CL if the measure of those 
sets & for which p(&) # 0 and x:i 1 &P 1 ~2) - &P)I > E is less than E. In this 
case, we write /3 1’ (Y. Recall that, for each E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
whenever 01, p E 52“s atisfy N(ar ) p) > H(or) - 6, then /3 J-’ 01. A sequence of 
. . 
partitions {ai]im,i is said to be c-independent if aNfl 1’ Vrf, ai for all N 3 1. 
3. SEQUENCE ENTROPY 
If A E .4p let & = {a E 3,: h,(T, a) = H(a)}. 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) & is closed in fzo, . 
(b) If B E YA--) then Fe 3 & . 
Proof. (a) Since g(a) = h,(T, a) - H(a) is continuous, & = g-i(O) is 
closed. 
(b) If A N B is finite, the result is immediate. So select C E ~7 for which 
B v C = A and B n C = % . Let /3 E b, and t > 0. Suppose (I/m)H( Vy Tbti)p) < 
H(p) - t for all m 2 M. Let n 3 max{b(l), c(l), M). Choose integers p, q such 
that b(p), c(q) < a(n) and b(p + l), c(q + 1) > u(n). Then 
and hence h,(T, /3) < H(p) - 6(B, A)t. 
PROPOSITION 2. T is totally ergodic if and only if, for each A E .Y and non- 
trivial 01 E %oO , the sequence e, = H(V: Ta%) is strictly increasing. 
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Proof. Suppose OL # Y and H(Vf-’ Tag%) = H(Vi TWX) for some k > 2 
Then TaWla < V,a’k-l’ Tiar < V;‘k’-1 Tier = 8, from which Tp < /3. Since 
fi E 3?@e , T must permute the atoms of fl and hence T fails to be totally ergodic 
Conversely, suppose s > 1 and T* is not ergodic. Then there exists a non 
trivial partition h = {P, h2} such that T”h = h. 
DEFINITION. Let XA = {a E %“a: supsosp~+ ir&a H(T*‘% 1 Vi-’ T*%) = 
fwl* 
The following two lemmas are easily verified. 
LEMMA 1. h,(T, CY) = lim sup,,,(l/n) Era, H(TQ% 1 Vi-’ T”%). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose B E 9’-, a? E Z?!‘,, , E > 0, and H(T*% 1 Vi-’ T*(%) < 
H(a) - E for all j 2 2. Then h,(T, a) < H(a). 
THEOREM 1. FA = 3” . 
Proof. Let a! E.%” and E > 0. Then there exists B E YA+ such tha 
H(T*% 1 Vi-’ T*(G) > H(a) - E for all j 3 2. So 
h,( T, CS) = lim sup (l/n) f H T*(j) 
n+m 
j,2 ( a~~T*%z) 2 H(a)--E. 
Now h,(T, a) > $(B, A) h,(T, a) 3 H(a) - E. Since l was arbitrary, h,(T, LX) = 
H(4 
Next, suppose (Y 4 XA . Then for some E > 0 there exists B E 9”- such tha 
H( T*WX / Vi-’ T*%) < H(a) - E for all j > 2. Applying Lemma 2, 01$ sA 
In the following, assume [Y E St, and A E 9. 
COROLLARY. a E 9” if and only zf, for each E > 0, there exists B E SPA+ sm 
that { Tbti’ CX}& is an &ndependent sequence. 
In a similar manner one obtains: 
PROPOSITION 3. a E SA if and only zf, for each l > 0, there exist B E 9”s 
n(j) tm, m(j) = o(n( j)) such that T*% 1’ VEti T*%fw aZZ j > 1 and m(j) 6 
h -=c n(j). 
PROPOSITION 4. If OLEF~, then there exist s(n) E N(n > 2) such tha 
1 < s(n) < n, s(n) = o(n) alto H(a) = lim SUP%+~ H(Ta(S(n))ol 1 Vsn(nl+l Ta%) 
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4. MIXING PROPERTIES 
Let U/(,X) = Arzo=, VTzl. P%. The next two lemmas can be proven in a 
straightforward manner. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose H(Ta% 1 Vi-’ P%) 3 H(a) - 2-j for all j > 2. 
Then ol~$-, . 
LEMMA 4. Let 01 E FA . Then there exists B C A such that, for each E > 0, 
there exists M 3 1 for which 
THEOREM 2. There exists B C A for which (Y E Fe ;f and only if there exists 
C C A for which urC((~) = v. 
Proof. Suppose Use = Y. Then H(/3 j VT TC%) 1 H@) as r + co, for all 
,Ci E Z,, . Choose b(1) = c(1). As 
such that H(Tb(j)ol [ Vi-’ 
sume b(j) E C, 1 < j < K, have been selected 
Tb(%) > H(U) - 2-j for 2 < j < K. Let /3 = 
VF Tbti)or. Select r0 > b(K) such that H(p j Vt Tc%) > H(p) - 2-tK+l). Set 
b(K + 1) = c(rJ. An application of Lemma 3 yields 01 E Se . 
Conversely, suppose 01 E 9s . Let E > 0. Choose C C B and M, 3 1 according 
to Lemma 4. Suppose ,!? f arc a: and I) SEiZ”o* Choose L, > M, such that 
H(fi ) V$c Tc%) < E. Since H(VMfc Tc% 1 Vyc+, TWX) >, H(V:e Tc%) - E 
we have H( Vkc Tc% I/3) 3 H( Vf;;, Tc%) - 2~. Hence E > H(p 1 Vkc P%) 3 
H(p) - 26, which yields H(p) < 3~. Since c was arbitrary, H(p) = 0 and thus 
c+.=(a) = v. 
THEOREM 3 (Sucheston). T is mixing zf and only ;f, for each 01 E Z,, and 
A E 9, there exists B C A such that u/(a) = V. 
THEOREM 4. The following are equivalent: 
1. Tismixing. 
2. VA E Y, {a E 9,: supBca h,(T, a) = H(a)} is dense in Z,, . 
3. VAEYVczEZ,,EiBCAsuchthatoltzFe. 
4. VA E Y t/a E Z,, V/E > 0 3m E A such that T% If 01. 
5. VA E Y Va: E 9,, VE > 0 3B C A such that {Tb%}~ is an c-independent 
sequence. 
6. VA E Y VU E SF0 3B C,A such that VE > 0 3C E YB+, n(j) @I, m(j) = 
o(n(j)) satisfying Tc% 1’ VLy: TC(% for all j >, 1 and n(j) > k > m(j). 
7. VA E .Y Var E So 3B C A for which H(cr ~ Vz Tb%) 7 H(a) as n -j co. 
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Proof. That (1) 0 (3) follows from Theorems 2 and 3. Proposition 3 yields 
(3) o (6). That (3) => (5) f o 11 ows from the Corollary to Theorem 1. (5) * (4) is 
obvious. (4) * (3) is easy to show. (3) + (2) is obvious. (2) * (4) follows from 
Lemma 2. To show (3) + (7), assume 01 E 9s . Applying Theorem2, there exists 
C C A such that q.c(a) = v, and thus (7) follows. To show (7) * (4), assume 
H(cu 1 V,” Tb%) t H(a). Then H(a: ( Tb%) + H(cu), from which (4) follows. 
COROLLARY. If T is mixing then, for each LY E ZO and A E 9, there exists 
fmCs:.andj(n) E N (n >,2) sub that 1 <j(n) < tl, j(n) = o(n), and H(a) = 
nem H(Tb(i(‘% ( Vjtnj+l Tb%). 
The following lemma is well known. 
LEMMA 5. IfA~9'andMtd,/3~SYo, then: 
(a) h,(T, a> = hA(T, T4. 
(b) h,(T, a VP) < h,(T, 4 + h,(T, 8). 
(c) h,(T, 4 9 h,(T, 8) + f+ I PI- 
Recall that an automorphism T is said to be partially mixing with constant c 
(0 < c < 1) if lim inf,,, p(Tn(U)n W) 2 cp(U)p(W) for all U, WE’%. 
It is well known [2, 31 that every partially mixing automorphism is weakly 
mixing and that, if 0 < b < c < 1, there exists a partially mixing automorphism 
with constant b which fails to be partially mixing with constant c. If 01 E 9e , 
let mesh(a) = sup{p(&): & E a}. 
THEOREM 5. Let c > 1 - l/e and suppose mesh(a) < 1 - (l/c)(l - l/e). 
If T is partially mixing with constant c then, for each A E 9, there exists B C A 
such that h,(T, a) > cH(ol) + c In(l/c). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for the case of a finite partition 01 = 
(al, d,..., UK> since h,(T, +) - cH(.) is a continuous function on %“0 .
Let /3 = {#!I, p2,..., #?“} be any finite partition. We first show that lim SUP,,-~ 
p( TV ( p) < I/e. Let S > 0 b e sufficiently small to ensure that mesh(a) < 
1 - (l/c)(l - I/e) - 6. Let E > 0. For n sufficiently large, p(p) - p(T"(a') n 8") = 
PP(X N 013 n p) > cp(X N ~j) p(p) - E and so 
p(T”(aj) n P) < [l - c/4X - dl/@‘) + 6 
< [l - c((llc)(l - l/e) + 31 P(P) + E 
= (I/e - ~8) p(P) + 6. 
Since E was arbitrary and 6 > 0, we obtain lim supn+- p( TV / 18") < l/e. 
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= (c - E)[H(4 + ln(l/(c - ENI. 
Since 6 was arbitrary, H(P(% 1 p) 3 cH(a) + c ln(l/c). 
Employing Lemma 1, the desired subsequence is easily obtained. 
COROLLARY. If T is partially mixing with constant c (1 - l/e < c < 1) then, 
for every nontrivial ci E So , there exists k > 0 such that sup,cs hA( T, a) > 
cH(ol) + k for all B E 9’. 
Proof. Choose a positive integer R such that (mesh(a))R < 1 - (l/c)(l - I/e). 
Let E > 0. Select integers 1 < m(1) < m(2) < *.. < m(R) such that 
mesh~~T~%)<l-(ljc)(l-l/e) and H(fT”(tla]>RH(o)-r. 
(This can be achieved for any wealdy mixing automorphism.) Let BE 9. 
Applying Lemma 5 and Theorem 5, there exists A C B such that RhA(T, a) > 
h,(T, Vf Tm%) > cH(Vf T’WX) + c In(l/c) > cRH(ol) - CE + c ln(l/c). Since 
E was not dependent upon R, hA( T, a) > cH(ol) + (c/R) ln( l/c). 
QUESTION 1. Does the corollary remain valid for 0 < c < 1 - I/e? 
THEOREM 6 (Krengel). The following are equivalent: 
1. T is weakly mixing. 
2. VOW E 9’, VA E 9’- 3B C A such that Q(a) = v. 
3. Vet E SYO 3A E 9’ such that uTA(a) = V. 
THEOREM 7. The following are equivalent: 
1. T is weakly mixing. 
2. (a E L?Fo: sup, h,(T, LX) = H(a)} is dense in %o,, .
3. V~EZ0VAE9’-3BCAsuchthatolE.9$. 
4. ‘daEbo3AEYsuch thatorEPA. 
5. VCYEZ,,VE >OVAEY-ElmEAsuch that T”ar l’ol. 
6. VorE~~V’>03m>,1suchthatTm,Iror. 
409/60/1-5 
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7. Va E ZZ’,, Vc > 0 3A E 9 such that { Tati) a}& is an &ndependent sequence. 
8. Va E So VC > 0 VA E Y-- 3B C A such that {Tb%}i”_, is an &zdependent 
sequence. 
9. Va E So VA E Y- 3BC A such that VE > 0 3C E YB+, n(j) t”, m(j) = 
o(n(j)) satisfying Tc% 1’ VEyi Tc%for allj 3 1, n(j) > k > m(j). 
10. Va E 3’,, 3B E y such that Vc > 0 XT E SPB+, n(j) fm, m(j) = o(n(j)) 
satisfying Tc(k)ol 1’ Vi!: TCfi) a for all j > 1, n(j) > k > m(j). 
11. Vor~%‘,,3B~Yandj(n)~N(n~2)suchthatI~j(n)<n,j(n)= 
o(n) und 
H(a) = lim sup H T 
R-em 
( b(j(n))a 1 jt;+l Tb%) . 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 1, 2, and 6. We omit the details. 
Remark. The preceding results in some sense reflect the geometry of the 
space 3’s . More precisely, let D denote the Rohlin metric given by D(a, /I) = 
H(a I 8) + H(P I 4 and, f or each t3 E 9, define a pseudometric dB by de(a?, j3) = 
su~,~s 1 h,(T, a) - h,(T, @I. For 01 # Y let Qs(a) = de(cu, v)/D(a, v). Then T 
is mixing if and only if infs Qs(o1) = 1 for all 01 # V; T is weakly mixing if 
and only if sups Qs(a) = 1 for all a! # V. 
QUESTION 2. If 0 < k < 1 and inf Qs(o~) 3 k for all (Y # V, need it follow 
that T is partially mixing ? 
5. ZERO SEQUENCE ENTROPY 
LEMMA 6. Let T be ergodic. If hA( T, a) = 0 for some A E Y, then h( T, a) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose h,(T, CY) = 0 and h( T, a) > 0. Applying Sinai’s theorem, 
there exists a nontrivial finite partition /3 C Vza Tiol such that {Tip} are inde- 
pendent. Let E > 0. Choose N such that H@ ( VfN Tin) < E. Using Lemma 5, 
h,(T, VyN T%) < (2N + 1) h,(T, IX) = 0. Hence H@) = h,(T, /3) < 
h,(T, V:.p, 7%) + H(p I ‘I:,,., T%x) < E. Since E was arbitrary, we obtain a 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 7. If h(T, a) = 0, then h,(T, a) = 0 for all A E p-. 
Proof. A standard argument shows that h(T, a) > s(A, N) h,(T, a). 
THEOREM 8. T is a K-automorphism if and om’y if h,(T, a) > 0 fw all 
A E Y and nontriviaZ a! E SYO . 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 6 and the Rohlin-Sinai theorem [8]. 
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THEOREM 9. Let T be ergodic. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) T has discrete spectrum. 
(b) hA(T, a) = 0 for all OL E Z?,, and all A $ Y-. 
(c) h,(T, a) < H(or) for all non-trivia2 (11 E T2”, and all A E Y. 
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 6 and 7, the Kushnirenko theorem [S], 
and Theorem 2.3 of Krengel [4]. 
DEFINITION. Let P’(a) = {A E Y: h,(T, a) = 0 VB C A). 
THEOREM 10. (a) If T ispartially mixing with constant c (1 - l/e < c < I), 
then Z;“(a) = JZ fiw all nontrivial 01 E 2F0 . 
(b) If 5?(a) = o for all nontrivial 01 E T2”, then T is weakly mixing. 
Proof. (a) This follows immediately from the Corollary to Theorem 5. 
(b) Following Walters [12], let aA( T) = {FE ‘%: p( Taci)F n r) -+ 0 as i -+ oo}. 
Suppose flA(T) # (a, X} f or some A E 9. Then there exists a nontrivial 
partition h = {Xl, AZ} for which p(Ta(lL)hl n hl) -+ 0 as n --f co. Choose B C A 
satisfying H(Tbfn)h 1 A) < 2~“. Then it is easy to check that B E P(A). Thus 
9’(,) = % for all nontrivial 01 E ~???a implies MA(T) = (0, X} for all A E Y. 
Using [12, Theorem 81, T is weakly mixing. 
COROLLARY. If supAcB h,(T, C+ > 0 for all nontrivial 01 E 2’” and B E cY, 
then T is weakly mixing. 
QUESTION 5. It follows from Walters [12] that weakly mixing automorphisms 
exist for which 9(a) # % for some nontrivial OL E Z,, . Does there exist an 
automorphism which fails to be partially mixing but enjoys the property 
Z(a) = % for all nontrivial 01 E So ? 
PROPOSITION 3. Given A, B E 9 such that {a(n) - b(n)} is bounded. Then 
h,(T,ol) =OifandonZyifh,(T,a) =O. 
Proof. Let k = max,{l a(i) - b(i)/}. Then 
QUESTION 4. More generally, suppose {a(n)/b(n)}znI is bounded away from 0 
and co. Is it true that h,( T, a) = 0 if and only if h,( T, a) = 0 ? 
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